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1. This week, we began to consider our responsibility, as poets, to pay attention to the world 

around us and to look for the extraordinary in the ordinary. Danny suggests that James 
Wright’s poem will cause him to walk outside and “see that tree differently.” What do you 
think he means? How can you “see” a tree differently? Think about Cole Swensen’s poem in 
this context. In what kinds of ways does the poem “see” green? White? What are some of 
the techniques or practices we can use in order to “see” differently and how can we bring 
those into our poems? 
 

2. Have you ever made a web of ideas? Maybe you’ve done this in a writing class or in a 
research project, where a central question or thought constellates out into a web of 
associations and further questions. A good image typically holds that same kind of power—
the power to make us remember a feeling or memory, then send us into the associations 
with that memory, then follow those secondary associations, and so on. Take one of the 
images in the poems this week and build a web from it (either individually or as a group). 
How far did you get? Did anyone else have similar associations? What associations seem 
important to other images in the poem or to the main discovery in the poem? What surprises 
did you discover along the way? 

 
3. Danny talked about “selectivity” in Marie Howe’s poem; for example, the speaker’s hair 

blowing in the wind doesn’t include details about color (for example, the hair isn’t “auburn 
hair”). Why would a writer choose to hold back certain details? In the example above, why is 
the blowing hair enough detail in the experience of this poem? Alternatively, how can we use 
juxtapositions (placing two images next to one another) to create an experience?  

 
4. In a similar vein, both Marie Howe’s and James Wright’s poems included very common but 

specific images: a bronze butterfly, a chicken hawk, spilling coffee, a corner video store. Why 
would a poem want to use images of common things and actions? Think about the things 
bookending some of these images. In Howe’s poem: “What you finally gave up. We want the 
spring to come and the / winter to pass. We want / whoever to call or not to call, a letter, a 
kiss--we want more and / more and then more of it.” How do abstract ideas, like “whoever” 
or “more and / more and then more,” contribute to a feeling or experience in a poem with 
so many other specific things?  

 


